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11.1

SCOPE
E
A wide varriety of desig
gns can be chaaracterized ass structural stteel design. Thhis book dealls with the
design of steel structurres for buildin
ngs as governned by the A
ANSI/AISC 3660-16 Specificcation for
Structural Steel Buildin
ngs, published
d by the Am
merican Instituute of Steel C
Construction ((AISC) in
2016, and referred to ass the Specificcation in this book. The arreas of application given thhroughout
this book specifically focus
f
on the design
d
of steeel building sttructures. Thee treatment oof subjects
associated with bridges and industriaal structures, iif addressed aat all, is kept relatively brieef.
Th
he book addrresses the co
oncepts and design criterria for the tw
wo design appproaches
detailed by
y the Specifica
ation: Load and
a Resistancee Factor Desiign (LRFD) aand Allowablee Strength
Design (ASD). Both meethods are disscussed later iin this chapteer.
he Specificatiion, the prim
mary referencee for this bookk is the 15th edition of
In addition to th
the AISC Steel
S
Construction Manuall. This referennce handbookk contains tabbles of the baasic values
needed for structural steel
s
design, design tablees to simplify
fy actual desiign, and the complete
out this book,, this is referreed to as the M
Manual.
Specificatiion. Througho

11.2

THE SPECIFICA
S
ATION
The ANSI//AISC 360-16
6 Specification for Structuural Steel Buiildings is the latest in a long line of
standard sp
pecifications published by
y the Americaan Institute oof Steel Consstruction for tthe design
and constrruction of strructural steel buildings. T
The first editioon was publiished in 19233. For the
reader inteerested in thee historical aspects
a
of theese specificattions, AISC hhas two resouurces that
provide deetailed guidan
nce on the hiistorical strucctural steel sttandards. Thee first is AIS
SC Design
Guide 15,, AISC Reha
abilitation an
nd Retrofit G
Guide: A Reeference for Historic Shhapes and
Specificatiions. This Design Guide provides outlinne comparisoons of the proovisions in thee different
editions off the Specifica
ation. The seecond resourcce is found onn the AISC w
web site, www
w.aisc.org,
AISC Speccifications 19
923–2010, wh
hich containss a searchablle compendiuum of all of the AISC
Specificatiions for Strucctural Steel Bu
uildings produuced from 19923 through 22010.
Cu
urrent design is carried ou
ut under the provisions puublished in thhe 2016 editiion of the
AISC Speccification. In addition to th
he detailed pprovisions, thee Specificatioon contains U
User Notes
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and a detailed Commentary that provides insights into the source and application of the
provisions. The reader interested in additional background on the provisions discussed in this
book is encouraged to investigate the materials cited in the appropriate sections of the
Commentary. The Specification contains 14 chapters and 8 appendices. To provide a concise
guide to the use of the Specification, a brief description is given here.
Chapter A: General Provision. This chapter provides the scope of the Specification and
summarizes all referenced specifications, codes, and standards. It also provides the requirements
for materials to be used in structural steel design and the design documents necessary to
communicate that design.
Chapter B: Design Requirements. This chapter gives the general requirements for analysis and
design that are applicable throughout the entire Specification. It provides the charging language
needed for application of the subsequent chapters.
Chapter C: Design for Stability. This chapter, along with Appendix 7, addresses the requirements
for the design of structures to ensure stability. It details those factors that must be taken into
consideration in any analysis and design.
Chapter D: Design of Members for Tension. This chapter applies to the design of members
subjected to axial tension resulting from forces acting through the centroidal axis.
Chapter E: Design of Members for Compression. This chapter addresses members subjected to
axial compression resulting from forces applied at the centroidal axis.
Chapter F: Design of Members for Flexure. This chapter applies to members loaded in a plane
parallel to a principal axis that passes through the shear center or is restrained against twisting.
This is referred to as simple bending about one axis.
Chapter G: Design of Members for Shear. This chapter addresses webs of singly or doubly
symmetric members subject to shear in the plane of the web. It also addresses other shapes such
as single angles and hollow structural sections.
Chapter H: Design of Members for Combined Forces and Torsion. This chapter addresses
design of members subject to an axial force in combination with flexure about one or both axes,
with or without torsion. It also applies to members subjected to torsion only.
Chapter I: Design of Composite Members. This chapter addresses the design of members
composed of steel shapes and concrete working together as a member. It addresses compression,
flexure, and combined forces.
Chapter J: Design of Connections. This chapter addresses the design of connections, including
the connecting elements, the connectors, and the connected portions of members.
Chapter K: Additional Requirements for HSS and Box Section Connections. This chapter
addresses requirements in addition to those given in Chapter J for the design of connections to
hollow structural sections and built-up box sections of uniform thickness and connections
between HSS and box members.
Chapter L: Design for Serviceability. This chapter summarizes the performance requirements for
the design of a serviceable structure.
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Chapter M: Fabrication and Erection. This chapter addresses the requirements for shop
drawings, fabrication, shop painting, and erection.
Chapter N: Quality Control and Quality Assurance. This chapter addresses the requirements for
ensuring quality of the constructed project.
Appendix 1: Design by Advanced Analysis. The body of the Specification addresses design based
on an elastic analysis. This appendix addresses design by alternative methods generally referred
to as advanced methods. It includes the classical plastic design method and design by direct
modeling of imperfections.
Appendix 2: Design for Ponding. This appendix provides methods for determining whether a
roof system has sufficient strength and stiffness to resist the influence of water collecting on the
surface and forming a pond.
Appendix 3: Fatigue. This appendix provides requirements for addressing the influence of high
cycle loading on members and connections that could lead to cracking and progressive failure.
For most building structures, fatigue is not an issue of concern.
Appendix 4: Structural Design for Fire Conditions. This appendix provides the criteria for
evaluation of structural steel subjected to fire conditions, including (1) the prescriptive approach
provided for in the model building code and most commonly used in current practice and (2) the
engineered approach.
Appendix 5: Evaluation of Existing Structures. This appendix provides guidance on the
determination of the strength and stiffness of existing structures by load tests or a combination of
tests and analysis.
Appendix 6: Member Stability Bracing. This appendix details the criteria for ensuring that
column, beam and beam-column bracing has sufficient strength and stiffness to meet the
requirements for member bracing assumed in the provisions of the Specification for design of
those members.
Appendix 7: Alternative Methods of Design for Stability. This appendix, along with Chapter C,
provides methods of designing structures to ensure stability. Two alternative methods are
provided here, including the method most commonly used in past practice.
Appendix 8: Approximate Second-Order Analysis. This appendix provides a method for
obtaining second-order effects by an amplified first-order analysis. The provisions are limited to
structures supporting load primarily through vertical columns.
Each chapter of this book will identify those chapters of the Specification that are
pertinent to that chapter. The reader is encouraged to become familiar with the organization of the
Specification.

1.3 THE MANUAL
The AISC Steel Construction Manual, 15th edition, is the latest in a series of manuals published
to assist the building industry in designing safe and economical steel building structures. The first
edition was published in 1928 and the ninth edition in 1989. These manuals addressed design by
the allowable stress method. In 1986 the first edition of the load and resistance factor design
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method manual was published, with the third edition published in 1999. The next in this unbroken
string of manuals published in support of steel design and construction was the first manual to
unify these two design methods and was published in 2005 as the 13th edition. The current
edition of the Manual is the 15th. Students who purchase the Manual through the AISC Student
Discount Program also have an opportunity to apply for a free AISC Student Membership at the
same time. Students are encouraged to become AISC Student Members in order to take full
advantage of all free member benefits.
As is the case for the Specification, AISC has two resources to assist in addressing the
historic aspects of steel design and construction. The first is, again, AISC Design Guide 15, AISC
Rehabilitation and Retrofit Guide: A Reference for Historic Shapes and Specifications. This
Guide provides properties of beam and column sections as old as the wrought iron shapes
produced as early as 1873. The second resource is the electronic AISC Shapes Database. This
database is available through the AISC web site www.aisc.org. It is a searchable database with
properties for all shapes produced since 1873, consistent with the printed data in Design Guide
15. Access to the electronic shapes database is free to AISC members.
The Manual is presented in 17 parts as follows:
Part 1: Dimensions and Properties
Part 2: General Design Considerations
Part 3: Design of Flexural Members
Part 4: Design of Compression Members
Part 5: Design of Tension Members
Part 6: Design of Members Subject to Combined Forces
Part 7: Design Considerations for Bolts
Part 8: Design Considerations for Welds
Part 9: Design of Connecting Elements
Part 10: Design of Simple Shear Connections
Part 11: Design of Partially Restrained Moment Connections
Part 12: Design of Fully Restrained Moment Connections
Part 13: Design of Bracing Connections and Truss Connections
Part 14: Design of Beam Bearing Plates, Column Base Plates, Anchor Rods, and Column Splices
Part 15: Design of Hanger Connections, Bracket Plates, and Crane-Rail Connections
Part 16: Specifications and Codes
Part 17: Miscellaneous Data and Mathematical Information
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Each chapter of this book identifies those parts of the Manual that will be used with the
material to be addressed. In many instances, the user will need to look in several parts of the
Manual to fully understand the topics or solve the problems presented.

1.4

AISC WEB SITE RESOURCES
Another primary resource is the AISC web site, where there is information that is free to all
visitors and additional electronic resources that are free to members only. Students will find a
great deal of useful information on the AISC publications web site, www.aisc.org/epubs. The
primary resources include electronic versions of the Specification, the Shapes Database, the Steel
Construction Manual References, and the Steel Construction Manual Design Examples. The
Specification, as described in Section 1.2 and the historic Shapes Database, as mentioned in
Section 1.3, are available free to all through the web site. The 15th edition Steel Construction
Manual Shapes Database is also available free to all. The AISC web site also includes an
extensive array of journal and proceedings papers. All of the references cited in the Commentary
and the Manual, for which AISC owns the copyright, are accessible under Steel Construction
Manual Resources; Interactive Reference List.
Probably the most valuable aspect of the AISC web site for readers of this book is the
complete set of the 15th edition Steel Construction Manual Design Examples. These examples are
presented in four sections.
Section I: Examples Based on the AISC Specification. This section contains examples
demonstrating the use of the specific provisions of the Specification, organized by Specification
chapter.
Section II: Examples Based on the AISC Steel Construction Manual. This section contains
examples of connection design using the Specification and the tables found in the Manual.
Section III: System Design Examples. This section contains examples associated with the design
of a specific building and the application of the system-wide requirements.
Section IV: Additional Resources. This section provides design tables for higher-strength steels
than published in the printed Manual.
Although the topics covered in this book are supported by calculated example problems,
the reader might find the electronic Steel Construction Manual Design Examples helpful for
further understanding of some of the specific provisions or design aids described in the book. In
addition, some of the Design Examples go beyond the coverage in this book and provide
additional useful information regarding typical design or detailing. The reader is encouraged to
investigate what the AISC web site has to offer through both free and member only publications.

1.5

PRINCIPLES OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN
From the time an owner determines a need to build a building, through the development of
conceptual and detailed plans, to completion and occupancy, a building project is a multi-faceted
task that involves many professionals. The owner and the financial analysis team evaluate the
basic economic criteria for the building. The architects and engineers form the design team and
prepare the initial proposals for the building, demonstrating how the users’ needs will be met.
This teamwork continues through the final planning and design stages, where the design
drawings, specifications, and contract documents are readied for the construction phase. During
this process, input may also be provided by the individuals who will transform the plans into a
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real-life structure. The steel detailer, fabricator and erector all have a role in that process, and add
their respective expertise to make the design constructible. Thus, those responsible for the
construction phase of the project often help improve the design by taking into account the actual
on-site requirements for efficient construction.
Once a project is completed and turned over to the owner, the work of the design teams is
normally over. The operation and maintenance of the building, although major factors in the life
of the structure, are not usually within the scope of the designer’s responsibilities, except when
significant changes in building use are anticipated. In such cases, a design team should verify that
the proposed changes can be accommodated.
The basic goals of the design team can be summarized by the words safety, function, and
economy. The building must be safe for its occupants and all others who may come in contact
with it. It must neither fail locally nor overall, nor exhibit behavioral characteristics that test the
confidence of rational human beings. To help achieve that level of safety, building codes and
design specifications are published that outline the minimum criteria that any structure must meet.
The building must also serve its owner in the best possible way to ensure that the
functional criteria are met. Although structural safety and integrity are of paramount importance,
a building that does not serve its intended purpose will not have met the goals of the owner.
Last, but not least, the design, construction, and long-term use of the building should be
economical. The degree of financial success of any structure will depend on a wide range of
factors. Some are established prior to the work of the design team, whereas others are determined
after the building is in operation. Nevertheless, the final design should, within all reasonable
constraints, produce the lowest combined short- and long-term expenditures.
The AISC Specification follows the same principles. The mission of the AISC Committee
on Specifications is to “develop the practice-oriented specification for structural steel buildings
that provide for life safety, economical building systems, predictable behavior and response, and
efficient use.” Thus, this book emphasizes the practical orientation of this Specification.

1.6 PARTS OF THE STEEL STRUCTURE
All structures incorporate some or all of the following basic types of structural components:
1.

Tension members

2.

Compression members

3.

Bending members

4.

Combined force members

5.

Connections

The first four items represent structural members. The fifth, connections, represents the
contact regions between the structural members, which ensure that all components work together
as a structure.
Detailed evaluations of the strength, behavior, and design criteria for these members are
presented in the following chapters:
Tension members:

Chapter 4

Compression members:

Chapter 5

Introdduction
Beending memb
bers:

Chapterss 6 and 7

Co
ombined forcee members:

Chapter 8

Co
onnections:

Chapterss 10, 11, and 12
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Th
he strength and
a behavior of structurall frames com
mposed of a combinationn of these
elements are
a covered in
n Chapters 8 and
a 13, and thhe special connsiderations tthat apply to ccomposite
(steel and concrete worrking togetherr) constructioon are presentted in Chapteer 9. An introdduction to
the design of steel strucctures for eartthquake loadiing is presentted in Chapteer 13. The prooperties of
structural steel and thee various shap
pes commonlly used are ddiscussed in C
Chapter 3, annd a brief
discussion
n of the types of loads and load
l
combinaations is preseented in Chappter 2.
Teension membeers are typicallly found as w
web and chorrd members inn trusses and open-web
steel joistss; as diagonaal members in structural bbracing systeems; and as hangers for bbalconies,
mezzaninee floors, and pedestrian
p
waalkways. Theyy are also used as sag rods for purlins annd girts in
many buillding types, as
a well as to support plattforms for meechanical equuipment and pipelines.
Figures 1.1
1 and 1.2 illusstrate typical applications of tension meembers in actuual structuress.
In the idealized
d case, tension
n members trransmit conceentric tensile forces only. In certain
structures, reversals off the overall load
l
may chaange the tenssion member force from ttension to
compressio
on. Some mem
mbers will bee designed forr this action; others will haave been designed with
the assump
ption that they
y will carry teension only.
Th
he idealized tension
t
memb
ber is analyzeed with the aassumption thhat its end coonnections
are pins, which
w
preven
nt any momeent or shear force from being transm
mitted to the member.
However, in an actual structure,
s
the type of connnection normaally dictates tthat some bennding may
be introdu
uced to the ten
nsion membeer. This is alsso the case w
when the tensiion member iis directly
exposed to
o some form of transversee load. Momeents will also be introduceed if the elem
ment is not
perfectly straight,
s
or if the
t axial load
d is not applieed along the centroidal axiss of the membber.
Th
he primary lo
oad effect in the
t tension m
member is a cconcentric axiial force, withh bending
and shear considered
c
ass secondary efffects.
Co
ompression members
m
are also
a known ass columns, strruts, or posts.. They are used as web
and chord
d members in
n trusses and
d joists and as vertical members in all types off building
structures. Figure 1.3 sh
hows a typicaal use of strucctural compresssion members.

Figure 1.1
1 Use of Ten
nsion Membeers in a Truss
Photo courttesy Ruby + Asssociates
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Figure 1.2
2 Use of Ten
nsion Membeers as Hangerrs
Th
he idealized compression member carrries only a concentric, ccompressive force. Its
strength iss heavily inflluenced by th
he distance bbetween the ssupports, as w
well as by thhe support
conditions. The basic co
olumn is therrefore definedd as an axiallyy loaded mem
mber with pinnned ends.
Historicallly, design rulees for compreession membeers have beenn based on thee behavior and strength
of this ideaalized compreession membeer.
Th
he basic colu
umn is practiically nonexiistent in reall structures. R
Realistic endd supports
rarely reseemble perfecct pins; the axial
a
load is normally noot concentricc, due to thee way the
surroundin
ng structure trransmits its load
l
to the m
member; and beams and similar compoonents are
likely to be
b connected to the colum
mn in such a way that mooments are inntroduced. Alll of these
conditions produce ben
nding effects in
i the membeer, making it a combined fforce memberr or beamcolumn, ass distinct from
m the idealized column.
Th
he primary load
l
effect in
i the pinnedd-end colum
mn is therefoore a concenntric axial
compressiv
ve force accompanied by the
t secondaryy effects of beending and shhear.
Beending memb
bers are know
wn as beamss, girders, joiists, spandrells, purlins, linntels, and
girts. Alth
hough all off these are bending
b
mem
mbers, each name impliees a certain structural
application
n within a buiilding:

3 Use of Columns in a Bu
uilding Framee
Figure 1.3

Introdduction
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1. Beams, girders, and joissts form part of common floor systemss. The beamss are most
often considered as the members
m
thatt are directly supported byy girders, whiich in turn
are usually supported by
y columns. Jo ists are beam
ms with fairly cclose spacingg. A girder
may generaally be consid
dered a higheer-order bendiing member ccompared witth a beam
or joist. Ho
owever, variattions to this bbasic scheme aare common.
2. The bendin
ng members th
hat form the pperimeter of a floor or roof plan in a buuilding are
known as spandrels or spandrel beaams. Their ddesign may be different frrom other
beams and girders becau
use the load c omes primariily from one sside of the meember.
3. Bending members
m
in ro
oof systems that span beetween other bending mem
mbers are
usually refeerred to as pu
urlins.
4. Lintels are bending mem
mbers that sppan across thhe top of opennings in wallls, usually
carrying the weight of the
t wall abovve the openingg as well as aany other loaad brought
into that arrea. They typ
pically are seeen spanning across the oopenings for ddoors and
windows.
5. Girts are used in exterio
or wall system
ms. They trannsfer the lateeral load from
m the wall
surface to the
t exterior columns. Theyy may also asssist in suppoorting the weiight of the
wall.
Fig
gure 1.4 sho
ows beams and girders inn an actual sstructure undder constructiion. The
idealized beam
b
is show
wn in the fig
gure as a mem
mber with a uniform loadd supported oon simple
supports.
Th
he basic bend
ding memberr carries trannsverse loads that act in a plane contaaining the
longitudinal centroidal axis of the member.
m
Thee primary loaad effects aree bending mooment and
shear forcee. Axial forcees and torsion may occur ass secondary eeffects.
Th
he most comm
mon combineed force mem
mber is knownn as a beam--column, impplying that
this structu
ural element is simultaneo
ously subjecteed to bendingg and axial ccompression. Although
the presen
nce of both bending and
d axial tensioon representss a potential loading casse for the
combined force membeer, this case iss not as criticaal or commonn as the beam--column loadding case.

Figure 1.4
4 Building Structure
S
Showing Bendingg Members
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Figure 1.5
5 Schematicc Representatiion of Steel F
Frames in Whhich the Verticcal Members Are
Subjected to Axial Load
ds and Bendin
ng Moments
Fig
gure 1.5a is a schematic illustration
i
off a multi-storry steel framee where the bbeams and
columns are
a joined witth rigid conneections. Becaause of the geeometric conffiguration, thee types of
connection
ns, and the loading
l
patteern, the verti cal memberss are subjected to axial lloads and
bending moments.
m
Thiss is a typical application
a
off practical beaam-columns; other examplles are the
members of
o the gable frame
f
shown in Figure 1.55b and the veertical compoonents of a sinngle-story
portal fram
me shown in Figure
F
1.5c.
Th
he beam-column may be reegarded as thhe general struuctural elemeent, where axial forces,
shear forcees, and bendin
ng moments act
a simultaneoously. Thus, tthe basic coluumn may be tthought of
as a speciaal case, repreesenting a beam-column w
with no mom
ments or transverse loads. Similarly,
the basic bending
b
memb
ber may be th
hought of as a beam-colum
mn with no axxial load. Therrefore, the
consideratiions that musst be accounteed for in the design of botth columns annd beams muust also be
applied to beam-column
ns.
Beecause of thee generalized nature of thhe combined force elemennt, all load eeffects are
considered
d primary. However, wheen the ratio oof axial load to axial load strength inn a beamcolumn beecomes high, column behaavior will ovvershadow othher influencees. Similarly, when the
ratio of ap
pplied momen
nt to moment strength is hhigh, beam beehavior will ooutweigh other effects.
The beam
m-column is an
a element in
i which a vvariety of diifferent forcee types interaact. Thus,
practical design
d
approacches are norm
mally based onn interaction equations.
Co
onnections arre the collecttion of elemeents that joinn the membeers of a steell structure
together. Whether
W
they connect the axially
a
loadedd members in a truss or thee beams and ccolumns

Introduuction
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Figure 1.6
6 Building Connections
C
Copyright © American In
nstitute of Steell Construction.. Reprinted witth permission. All rights reserrved

of a multi--story frame, connections must
m ensure thhat the structuural memberss function toggether as a
unit, consistent with thee assumptionss made in the design.
Th
he fasteners used
u
in strucctural steel coonnections tooday are alm
most entirely llimited to
bolts and welds. The lo
oad effects th
hat the variouus elements oof the connecction must reesist are a
function of the specific connection type
t
being coonsidered. Theey include alll of the possiible forces
and momeents. Figure 1.6
1 illustratess a variety off connectionss. The idealizzed representtations for
connection
ns are presentted in Chapterrs 10, 11, andd 12.

11.7

TYPES
S OF STEE
EL STRUCT
TURES
It is difficu
ult to classify
y steel structu
ures into neaat categories, due to the w
wide variety oof systems
available to the designeer. The elemen
nts of the struucture, as defi
fined in Sectioon 1.6, are com
mbined to
form the total
t
structuree of a buildiing, which m
must safely annd economicaally carry alll imposed
loads. Thiss combination
n of memberss is usually re ferred to as thhe framing syystem.
Steel-framed bu
uildings com
me in a wide vvariety of shaapes and sizees and in com
mbinations
with other structural materials. A few examples aare given in tthe followingg paragraphs, to set the
stage for th
he application
n of structurall design preseented in subseequent chapteers.

11.7.1

Bearring Wall Co
onstruction
Bearing wall
w constructtion is primaarily used forr one- or tw
wo-story builddings, such aas storage
warehousees, shopping centers,
c
officee buildings, aand schools. This system normally usees brick or
concrete block
b
masonry
y walls, on which
w
are placced the ends of the flexuraal members ssupporting
the floor or roof. The flexural members are usuallly hot-rolled sstructural steeel shapes, alone or in
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Figu
ure 1.7 Bearring Wall Building
Photoo courtesy Douuglas Steel Fabbricating Corpooration

on with open web steel joists or cold-foormed steel shhapes. An exaample of a beaaring wall
combinatio
building iss shown in Fig
gure 1.7.

11.7.2

Beam
m-and-Column Constru
uction
Beam-and-column consstruction is th
he most comm
monly used syystem for steeel structures tooday. It is
suitable fo
or large-area buildings
b
such
h as schools aand shoppingg centers, whiich often havee no more
than two stories but maay have a larg
ge number of spans. It is allso suitable foor buildings w
with many
stories. Co
olumns are placed
p
accord
ding to a reggular, repetitiious grid thaat supports thhe beams,
girders, an
nd joists, whicch are used fo
or the floor annd roof systeems. The reguularity of the floor plan
lends itself to economy
y in fabricatio
on and erectioon, because m
most of the m
members will be of the
same size. An example of this type of
o structure is shown in Figgure 1.8
Fo
or multi-story
y buildings, the
t use of ccomposite steeel and concrrete flexural members
affords add
ditional savin
ngs. Further advances
a
can be expected as designers become morre familiar
with the usse of composiite columns and
a other elem
ments of mixeed constructioon systems.

Figure 1.8
8 Beam-and--Column Buillding
Photo courttesy Douglas Steel
S
Fabricatin
ng Corporation
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Figure 1.9
9 Braced Beaam-and Colum
mn Building
Photo courttesy Douglas Steel
S
Fabricatin
ng Corporation

Beeam-and-colu
umn structuress rely on eitheer their conneections or a seeparate bracinng system
to resist latteral loads. A frame in which all connecctions are mooment resistannt provides reesistance
against thee action of lateral loads, su
uch as wind annd earthquakees, and overalll structural sttability,
through the bending stifffness of the overall
o
framee.

10 Idealized
d Illustration of
o Several Tyypes of Beam--and-Columnn Framed Struuctures(a)
Figure 1.1
moment-reesistant framee; (b) truss-braced frame; ((c) core-braceed frame; (d) floor plan of shear
wall and core-braced bu
uilding; (e) flo
oor plan of buuilding with a combinationn of braced annd
unbraced bents.
b
A frame witho
out member-eend restraint needs a sep arate lateral load resistinng system,
which is often
o
afforded
d by having the elementss along one oor more of thhe column linnes act as
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braced frames, as seen in Figure 1.9. One of thee most comm
mon types of bracing is thhe vertical
truss, whicch is designeed to take thee loads impoosed by windd and seismicc action. Otheer bracing
schemes in
nvolve shear walls
w
and rein
nforced concrrete cores. Thhe latter type m
may also be rreferred to
as a braced
d core system
m and can be highly
h
efficiennt because off the rigidity oof the box-shaaped cross
section off the core. Th
he core servees a dual purrpose in this case: In adddition to provviding the
bracing sy
ystem for the building,
b
it seerves as the vvertical conduuit in the com
mpleted structuure for all
of the neceessary servicees, including elevators,
e
staiircases, electrricity, and othher utilities.
Co
ombinations of
o these typess of constructtion are also ccommon. Forr example, fraames may
have been designed as moment
m
resistant in one diirection of thee building andd as truss braaced in the
other. Of course,
c
such a choice recog
gnizes the threee-dimensionnal nature of tthe structure.
Fig
gure 1.10 sh
hows an ideaalized represeentation of sseveral typess of beam-annd-column
framed stru
uctures.

11.7.3

Long
g-Span Consstruction
This type of constructtion encompaasses steel-frramed structuures with lonng spans bettween the
vertical load-carrying elements,
e
such as coveredd arenas. The long distances may be sppanned by
one-way trrusses, two-w
way space trussses, or plate and box girdders. A long-sspan structuree is shown
in Figure 1.11.
1
Arches or
o cables coulld also be useed, although tthey are not considered herre.
Lo
ong-span consstruction is allso used in buuildings that rrequire large,, column-freee interiors.
In such caases the build
ding may be a core- or othherwise braceed structure, w
where the lonng span is
the distancce from the ex
xterior wall to
o the core.
Many designerrs would also
o characterizee single-story rigid framess as exampless of longspan consttruction systeems. Dependiing on the geeometry of thhe frame, succh structures can span
substantiall distances, offten with exceellent econom
my.

Figure 1.1
11 Long-Span
n Structure
Photo courttesy Douglas Steel
S
Fabricatin
ng Corporation
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Figurre 1.12 Highh-Rise Buildinng
Structture
Photo courtesy Dougglas Steel Fabrricating
Corpooration

11.7.4

High
h-Rise Consttruction
High-rise construction
c
refers to mullti-story builddings of signiificant height; an examplee is shown
in Figure 1.12. The large heights and unique problems enncountered iin the designn of such
structures warrant treatting them ind
dependently ffrom typical beam-and-coolumn constrruction. In
addition, over
o
the past 40 years sev
veral designerrs have develloped a numbber of new cooncepts in
multi-story
y frame desig
gn, such as thee super compoosite column and the steel plate shear w
wall.
Paarticular care must be exeercised in thee choice and design of thee lateral loadd resisting
system in high-rise
h
construction. It iss not just a m
matter of extraapolating from
m the principlles used in
the analysiis of lower-risse structures, because manny effects playy a major rolee in the desiggn of highrise buildings but havee significantly
y less impactt on frames oof smaller height. These eeffects are
crucial to the
t proper dessign of the high-rise structture.
So
ome of these effects may be
b referred to as second-orrder effects, bbecause they cannot be
quantified through a no
ormal, linearly
y elastic analyysis of the fraame. Althouggh second-ordder effects
are present in all structtures, they maay be more siignificant in high-rise struuctures. Forr example,
when a strructure is dissplaced lateraally, additionnal moment iis induced inn a column ddue to the
eccentricitty of the colum
mn loads. Wh
hen added to tthe moments and shears prroduced by grravity and
wind load
ds, the resultting effects may
m
be signnificantly larrger than thoose computedd without
considerin
ng the second-order effectss. A designerr who does noot incorporatte both types of effects
will be maaking a seriou
us and perhapss unconservattive error.
Frraming system
ms for high-riise buildings reflect the inncreased impportance of laateral load
resistance. Thus, attemp
pts at making
g the perimeteer of a buildinng act as a unnit or tube havve proven
t
may be in
i the form oof a truss, as with the Johnn Hancock Building in
quite succeessful. This tube
Chicago, Illinois,
I
shown
n in Figure 1.13a, or a fram
me, as in the former Worldd Trade Centter in New
York City,, shown in Figure 1.13b; a solid wall tuube with cutouuts for windoows, as used in the Aon
Center in Chicago,
C
show
wn in Figure 1.13c; or sevveral interconnnected or bunndled tubes, ssuch as in
the Willis Tower in Chiicago (formerrly known as the Sears Tow
wer), shown iin Figure 1.133d.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1
13 High-Risse Buildings (a)
( the John H
Hancock Centter; (b) the W
World Trade Ceenter;
(c) the Aon
n Center; (d) the Willis To
ower.
Photo (b) co
ourtesy Leslie E. Robertson Associates,
A
RL
LLP

11.7.5

Gablle-Frame Co
onstruction
Many desiigners includ
de the single--story frame as part of thhe long-span construction category.
These stru
uctures lend themselves particularly well to fullly welded cconstruction. The preengineered
d building ind
dustry has cap
pitalized on thhe use of thiss system throuugh fine-tuneed designs
of frames for
f storage warehouses,
w
in
ndustrial builddings, temporrary and perm
manent office buildings,
and similar types of stru
uctures. An ex
xample of a ppre-engineereed metal buildding with a gaable frame
is seen in Figure
F
1.14.
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Figure 1.1
14 Pre-engin
neered Metal Building
Photo courttesy Metal Buillding Manufaccturers Associaation

11.8 DESIG
GN PHILOS
SOPHIES
A successfful structural design resullts in a structture that is saafe for its occcupants, can carry the
design loads without ov
verstressing any
a componennts, does nott deform or vibrate excessively, and
is economiical to build and
a operate fo
or its intendedd life span. A
Although econnomy may appear to be
the primarry concern off an owner, safety must bee the primaryy concern of the engineer. Costs of
labor and materials will
w vary from
m one geoggraphic locatiion to anothher, making it almost
impossiblee to design a structure thatt is equally ecconomical in all locations.. Because thee foremost
task of thee designer is to produce a safe and serrviceable struucture, designn criteria suchh as those
published by the Amerrican Institutte of Steel C
Construction aare based on technical m
models and
consideratiions that pred
dict structurall behavior annd material response. The uuse of these pprovisions
by the dessigner will dictate
d
the economy of a particular soolution in a pparticular loccation and
business cllimate.
To
o perform a structural
s
design, it is neccessary to quaantify the cauuses and effeects of the
loads that will be exertted on each element
e
throuughout the life
fe of the struccture. This is generally
termed thee load effect or
o the requireed strength. Itt is also necesssary to account for the beehavior of
the materiial and the shapes that co
ompose thesee elements. T
This is referrred to as thee nominal
strength orr capacity of the
t element.
In its simplest form, structu
ural design iis the determ
mination of m
member sizes and their
ding connections, so that th
he strength off the structuree is greater thhan the load eeffect. The
correspond
degree to which
w
this is accomplished
d is often term
med the marggin of safety. Numerous appproaches
for accomp
plishing this goal
g have beeen used over tthe years.
Allthough past experience might
m
seem too indicate thaat the structurral designer kknows the
exact magn
nitude of the loads that wiill be appliedd to the structture, and the exact strengthh of all of
the structu
ural elements, this is usuallly not the cas e. Design loaads are providded by many codes and
standards and, although
h the values given are speecific, signifiicant uncertaiinty is associiated with
those magn
nitudes. Load
ds, load factorrs, and load coombinations are discussedd in Chapter 22.
Ass is the case for
f loading, significant
s
unncertainty is aassociated witth the determ
mination of
the behaviior and streng
gth of structurral members. The true inddication of loaad-carrying ccapacity is
given by the
t magnitudee of the load that causes tthe failure off a componennt or the structure as a
whole. Faiilure may eith
her occur as the
t physical ccollapse of paart of the buillding, or be cconsidered
to have occcurred if defflections, for instance, excceed certain ppredetermineed values. Whhether the
failure is the
t result of a lack of strrength (collaapse) or stiffnness (deflectiion), these phhenomena
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reflect the limits of acceptable behavior of the structure. Based on these criteria, the structure is
said to have reached a specific limit state. A strength failure is termed an ultimate limit state,
whereas a failure to meet operational requirements, such as deflection, is termed a serviceability
limit state.
Regardless of the approach to the design problem, the goal of the designer is to ensure
that the load on the structure and its resulting load effect, such as bending moment, shear force,
and axial force, in all cases are sufficiently below each of the applicable limit states. This ensures
that the structure meets the required level of safety or reliability.
Three approaches to the design of steel structures are permitted by the AISC
Specification:
1.

Allowable strength design (ASD)

2.

Load and resistance factor design (LRFD)

3.

Design by inelastic analysis

The design approaches represent alternative ways of formulating the same problem, and all
have the same goal. All three are based on the nominal strength of the element or structure. The
nominal strength, most generally expressed as Rn, is determined in exactly the same way, from
the exact same equations, whether used in ASD or LRFD. Some formulations of design by
inelastic analysis, such as plastic design, also use these same nominal strength equations whereas
other approaches to inelastic design model in detail every aspect of the structural behavior and do
not rely on the equations provided through the Specification. The use of a single nominal strength
expression for both ASD and LRFD permits the unification of these two design approaches. It
will become clear throughout this book how this approach has simplified steel design for those
who have struggled in the past with comparing the two available philosophies. The following
sections describe these three design approaches, any one of which is an acceptable approach to
structural steel design according to the AISC Specification.

1.9 FUNDAMENTALS OF ALLOWABLE STRENGTH DESIGN (ASD)
Prior to 2005, allowable strength design was referred to as allowable stress design. It is the oldest
approach to structural design in use today and has been the foundation of AISC Specifications
since the original provisions of 1923. Allowable stress design was based on the assumption that
under actual load, stresses in all members and elements would remain elastic. To meet this
requirement, a safety factor was established for each potential stress-producing state. Although
historically ASD was thought of as a stress-based design approach, the allowable strength was
always obtained by using the proper combination of the allowable stress and the corresponding
section property, such as area or elastic section modulus.
The current allowable strength design approach is based on the concept that the required
strength of a component is not to exceed a certain permitted or allowable strength under normal
in-service conditions. The required strength is determined on the basis of specific ASD load
combinations and an elastic analysis of the structure. The allowable strength incorporates a factor
of safety, Ω, and uses the nominal strength of the element under consideration. This strength
could be presented in the form of a stress if the appropriate section property is used. As a result of
doing this, the resulting stresses will most likely again be within the elastic range, although this is
not a preset requirement of the Specification.
The magnitude of the factor of safety and the resulting allowable strength depend on the
particular governing limit state against which the design must produce a certain margin of safety.
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Safety factors are obtained from the Specification. This requirement for ASD is provided in
Section B3.2 of the Specification as

Ra ≤

Rn
Ω

(AISC B3-2)

which can be stated as

Required Strength (ASD) ≤

Nominal Strength
= Allowable Strength
Safety Factor

The governing strength depends on the type of structural element and the limit states
being considered. Any single element can have multiple limit states that must be assessed. The
safety factor specified for each limit state is a function of material behavior and the limit state
being considered. Thus, it is possible for each limit state to have its own unique safety factor. For
example, the limit state of yielding of a tension member is given by
Pn = Fy Ag

where Fy is the steel yield strength and Ag is the gross area of the member. The safety factor is
Ω = 1.67. Thus, for steel with a yield strength of 50 ksi, the allowable strength is
Pn 50.0 Ag
=
= 30 Ag
1.67
Ω

Design by ASD requires that the allowable stress load combinations of the building code
be used. Loads and load combinations are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

1.10 FUNDAMENTALS OF LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN (LRFD)
Load and resistance factor design explicitly incorporates the effects of the random variability of
both strength and load. Because the method includes the effects of these random variations and
formulates the safety criteria on that basis, it is expected that a more uniform level of reliability,
and thus safety, for the structure and all of its components will be attained.
LRFD is based on the concept that the required strength of a component under LRFD
load combinations is not to exceed the design strength. The required strength is obtained by
increasing the load magnitude by load factors that account for load variability and load
combinations. The design strength is obtained by reducing the nominal strength by a resistance
factor that accounts for the many variables that impact the determination of member strength.
Load factors for LRFD are obtained from the building codes for strength design and will be
discussed in Chapter 2. As for ASD safety factors, the resistance factors are obtained from the
Specification.
The basic LRFD provision is provided in Section B3.1 of the Specification as

Ru ≤ φRn

(AISC B3-1)

which can be stated as
Required Strength (LRFD) ≤ Resistance Factor × Nominal Strength=Design Strength
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Again considering the limit state of yielding of a tension member,
Pn = Fy Ag
and the resistance factor is φ = 0.90 . For steel with a yield strength of 50 ksi, the design strength
is
φPn = 0.90(50) Ag = 45 Ag
LRFD has been a part of the AISC Specifications since it was first issued in 1986.

1.11 INELASTIC DESIGN
The Specification permits a wide variety of formulations for the inelastic analysis of steel
structures through the use of Appendix 1. Any inelastic analysis method will require that the
structure and its elements be modeled in sufficient detail to account for all types of behavior. An
analysis of this type must be able to track the structure’s behavior from the unloaded condition
through every load increment to complete structural failure. The only inelastic design approach
that will be discussed in this book is plastic design (PD).
Plastic design is an approach that has been available as an optional method for steel
design since 1961, when it was introduced as Part 2 of the then current Specification. The limiting
condition for the structure and its members is attainment of the load that would cause the
structure to collapse, usually called the ultimate strength or the plastic collapse load. For an
individual structural member this means that its plastic moment capacity has been reached. In
most cases, due to the ductility of the material and the member, the ultimate strength of the entire
structure will not have been reached at this stage. The less stressed members can take additional
load until a sufficient number of members have exhausted their individual capacities so that no
further redistribution or load sharing is possible. At the point where the structure can take no
additional load, the structure is said to have collapsed. This load magnitude is called the collapse
load and is associated with a particular collapse mechanism.
The collapse load for plastic design is the service load times a certain load factor. The
limit state for a structure that is designed according to the principles of plastic design is therefore
the attainment of a mechanism. For this to occur, all of the structural members must be able to
develop the yield stress in all fibers at the most highly loaded locations.
There is a fine line of distinction between the load factor of PD and the safety factor of
ASD. The former is the ratio between the plastic collapse load and the service or specified load
for the structure as a whole, whereas the latter is an empirically developed, experience-based term
that represents the relationship between the elastic strength of the elements of the structure and
the various limiting conditions for those components. Although numerically close, the load factor
of plastic design and the factor of safety of allowable stress design are not the same parameter.

1.12 STRUCTURAL SAFETY AND INTEGRITY
The preceding discussions of design philosophies indicate that although the basic goal of any
design process is to ensure that the end product is a safe and reliable structure, the ways in which
this is achieved may vary substantially.
In the past, the primary goal for safety was to provide an adequate margin against the
consequences of overload. Load factor design and its offshoots were developed to take these
considerations into account. In real life, however, many other factors also play a role. These
include, but are not limited to the following:
1.

Variations of material strength

Introduuction
2.

Variations of cross-ssectional sizee and shape

3.

Accuraacy of method
d of analysis

4.

Influen
nce of workmaanship in shoop and field

5.

Presencce and variatiion of residuaal stresses

6.

Lack off member straaightness

7.

Variations of locatio
ons of load appplication poiints
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These facttors consider only some off the sources of variation oof the strengtth of a structuure and its
componen
nts. An even greater
g
sourcee of variationn is the loadinng, which is ffurther complicated by
the fact thaat different ty
ypes of load have
h
different variational chharacteristicss.
Th
hus, a method
d of design th
hat does not aattempt to inccorporate the effects of strrength and
load variaability will be
b burdened with unaccouunted-for souurces of unccertainty. Thee realistic
solution, th
herefore, is to
o deal with saafety as a probbabilistic conncept. This is the foundatioon of load
and resistaance factor design,
d
where the probabbilistic characcteristics of load and strrength are
evaluated and the resulting safety margins
m
deterrmined statisttically. Each load type iss given its
own speciffic factor in each
e
combinattion, and eachh material lim
mit state is alsso given its ow
wn factor.
This meth
hod recognizees that there is
i always a ffinite, thoughh very small, chance that structural
failure willl actually occur. However, this methood does not at
attempt to attaach a specificc value to
this probab
bility. No speecific level of probability oof failure is giiven or implieed by the Speccification.
In ASD, the variabilities
v
of
o load and strength are not treated explicitly ass separate
parameterss. They are lu
umped togeth
her through thhe use of a siingle factor oof safety. Thee factor of
safety variies with each
h strength lim
mit state but does not vaary with loadd source. ASD can be
thought off as LRFD with
w a single load
l
factor. L
LRFD designns are generallly expected to have a
more unifo
form level of reliability th
han ASD des igns. That iss, the probabiility of failurre of each
element in
n an LRFD deesign will be the same, reggardless of thhe type of load or load com
mbination.
However, a detailed an
nalysis of reliability under the LRFD provisions shoows that reliaability still
varies und
der different lo
oad combinattions. In ASD
D there is no aattempt to atttain uniform rreliability;
rather, thee goal is to simply
s
have a safe structuure, althoughh some elemeents will be ssafer than
others.
Fo
or the develop
pment of LRF
FD, load effeect (member fforce), Q, andd resistance ((strength),
R, are assu
umed to each have a variab
bility that cann be describedd by the norm
mal distributioons shown
by the bell-shaped currves in Figurre 1.15. Struuctures can bbe consideredd safe as lonng as the
resistance is greater thaan the load efffect, R > Q. I f it were apprropriate to cooncentrate solely on the
mean valu
ues, Qm and Rm, it would be
b relatively eeasy to ensuree a structure’s safety. How
wever, the
full represeentation of th
he data shows an area wherre the two currves overlap.
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Figure 1.1
15 Probabiliity Distributio
on, R and Q

16 Probabiliity Distributio
on, (R – Q)
Figure 1.1
he load effectt exceeds thee resistance aand therefore identifies
This area represents caases where th
occurrencees of failure. Safety of thee structure is a function of the size of this region oof overlap.
The smalleer the region of
o overlap is, the lower thee probability oof failure.
An
nother approaach to presen
nting the dataa is to look aat the differennce between resistance
and load effect. Figure 1.16 shows th
he same data as Figure 1.115 but presennts it as (R – Q
Q). For all
cases wherre (R – Q) < 0,
0 the structurre is said to haave failed, annd for all casees where this ddifference
is positive, the structuree is considereed safe. In thiis presentationn of the data,, the shaded aarea to the
left of the origin represeents the probaability of failuure. To limit that probability of failure,, the mean
value, (R – Q)m, must be
b maintained
d at an approopriate distancce from the oorigin. This ddistance is
shown in Figure
F
1.16 ass βσ(R–Q), wheere β is the relliability indexx and σ(R–Q) iss the standardd deviation
of (R – Q).
A third represeentation of th
he data is shhown in Figuure 1.17. In this case, thhe data is
presented as
a ln(R/Q). The
T logarithmiic form of thee data is a weell-conditioneed representattion and is
more usefu
ul in the deriv
vation of the factors requiired in LRFD
D. If we know
w the exact diistribution
of the resiistance and load
l
effect daata, the probbability of faiilure can be directly relatted to the
reliability index β. Unffortunately, we
w know the actual distribbutions for reelatively few resistance
and load effect
e
compo
onents. Thus, we must relly on other ccharacteristics of the dataa, such as
means and
d standard dev
viations.
Th
he statistical analyses
a
requ
uired to establlish an approopriate level oof reliability hhave been
carried outt by the appro
opriate speciffication comm
mittees, and tthe resulting lload factors, resistance
factors, an
nd safety facto
ors have been
n established. Load factorss are presentedd in the buildding codes
whereas reesistance facto
ors and safety
y factors for eeach limit statte are given inn the Specificcation.

Figure 1.1
17 Probabiliity Distributio
on, ln(R/Q)
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Since the load combinations and resistance and safety factors have been established, the
reliability can be determined for specific design situations. The reliability index, β, is given in the
Specification Commentary as

β=

ln ( Rm Qm )

(AISC C-B3-2)

VR2 + VQ2

where Rm is the mean resistance, Qm is the mean load effect, as discussed earlier, and VR and VQ
are the coefficients of variation of resistance and load effect respectively. Design according to
LRFD is given by
Ru ≤ φRn
(AISC B3-1)
where the required strength, Ru is another term for the load effect, Q, Rn is the nominal strength
and ϕ is the resistance factor. The reliability of design is determined when the required strength is
exactly equal to the available strength. Thus, Equation B3-1 can be rewritten as Q = φRn . The
load effect will depend on the load combination being considered. Thus, for the LRFD live load
plus dead load combination, written in terms of the live-to-dead load ratio, L/D,
Q = 1.2 D + 1.6 L = (1.2 + 1.6 ( L D ) ) D = φRn

(1)

From Ravindra and Galambos1 the mean resistance is given by

Rm = Rn M m Fm Pm

(2)

and the coefficient of variation of the resistance is given by

VR = Vm2 + VF2 + VP2

(3)

Mm is the mean of the ratio of the actual yield stress to the specified yield stress and VM is
the coefficient of variation; Fm is the mean of the ratio of the actual section property to the
Manual value and VF is the coefficient of variation; and Pm is the mean of the ratio of the test
specimen strength to the predicted strength using the Specification equations and the actual
material and geometric properties and VP is the coefficient of variation.
Solving Equation 1 for Rn and substituting into Equation 2 yields
Rm =

(1.2 + 1.6 ( L D ) ) D M
φ

m

Fm Pm

(4)

Rearranging Equation 2 yields

M m Fm Pm =
1

Rm
Rn

(5)

Ravindra, M.K. and Galambos, T.V. (1978), “Load and Resistance Factor Design for Steel,” Journal of the Structural
Division, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 104, No. ST9, September, pp. 1,337–1,353.
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Thus, combining Equations 4 and 5 gives
⎛ R ⎞
Rm = D (1.2 + 1.6 ( L D ) ) ⎜ m ⎟
⎝ φRn ⎠

(6)

From Ravindra and Galambos the mean load effect for dead load plus live load is

Qm = Dm + Lm

(7)

which can, with some manipulation, be rewritten as
Qm = Dm + Lm = ( Dm D + ( Lm L )( L D ) ) D

(8)

They also give the coefficient of variation of the load effect which can be written as a
function of the live-to-dead load ratio as

VQ =

(( D

D )VD ) + ( ( Lm L )( L D )VL )
2

m

2

Qm

(9)

If Equations 6 and 8 are substituted into Equation C-B3-2 the reliability index, β, will be
given in terms of the live-to-dead load ratio, L D , and the resistance factor, ϕ. Thus,
β=

⎡R
ln ⎢ m
V +V
⎣⎢ φRn
1

2
R

2
Q

⎛
⎞⎤
1.2 + 1.6 ( L D )
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ⎥
⎝ ( Dm D ) + ( Lm L )( L D ) ⎠ ⎦⎥

(10)

For LRFD, the live plus dead load combinations are 1.4D and (1.2D + 1.6L). The
effective dead load factor as a function of the live-to-dead-load ratio can be taken as

1.4
⎡
⎤
γ LRFDi = max ⎢
⎥
⎣1.2 + 1.6 ( L D )i ⎦

(11)

and the mean load effect dead load multiplier as

Qmi = Dm D + ( Lm L )( L D )i

(12)

Thus, Equation 10 can be generalized to address other LRFD load combinations as
follows:
⎡R ⎛
⎞⎤
⎡ Rm ⎛ γ LRFDi ⎞ ⎤
1.2 + 1.6 ( L D )
1
1
ln ⎢ m ⎜⎜
ln
β=
=
(13)
⎥
⎟
⎢
⎜
⎟⎥
VR2 + VQ2 ⎢⎣ φRn ⎝ ( Dm D ) + ( Lm L )( L D ) ⎟⎠ ⎥⎦
VR2 + VQ2i ⎣ φRn ⎝ Qmi ⎠ ⎦

where γ LRFDi is the effective LRFD load factor for the load combination under consideration, Qmi
is the mean load effect multiplier for that load combination, and VQ is the coefficient of variation
of the load effect, all as a function of the varying load ratio as indicated by the subscript i.
i
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To convert Equation 13 for use with ASD load combinations, γ LRFDi is replaced by γ ASDi
and φRn is replaced by Rn Ω . Thus, Equation 13 becomes

β=

⎡ Rm ⎛ γ ASDi
ln ⎢
⎜
⎢⎣ ( Rn Ω ) ⎝ Qmi
V +V
1

2
R

2
Qi

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
⎠ ⎥⎦

(14)

Based on extensive studies for A992 steel (Bartlett et al.2) and the original work for the
development of the 1986 AISC Specification by Ravindra and Galambos, the following values
can be used:
Mm = 1.055; VM = 0.058
Fm = 1.00; VF = 0.05
Pm = 1.02; VP = 0.06
Thus,
Rm = Rn (1.055 )(1.00 )(1.02 ) = 1.076 Rn
VR =

( 0.058 )

2

+ ( 0.05 ) + ( 0.06 ) = 0.097
2

2

Based on Galambos et al.3 (1982), the ratio of mean to code specified dead and live loads
can be taken as, for dead load
Dm/D = 1.05; VD = 0.10
and for live load
Lm/L = 1.00; VL = 0.25
The values for Qmi and Vmi will be functions of the live-to-dead load ratio.
The reliability index, β, based on Equations 13 and 14, for a live-to-dead load ratio from
1.0 to 5.7 is presented in Figure 1.18 for a compact wide-flange beam under uniform moment for
both LRFD and ASD. The figure is based on the load combination of live load plus dead load and
statistical variations consistent with those used in the development of the Specification. It is seen
that the reliability of design by LRFD is somewhat more uniform for this condition than design
by ASD and that at a live to dead load ratio of approximately 3, the two approaches yield the
same reliability. The higher the reliability index is, the safer the structure. Regardless of the
numerical value of β, any structure that meets the requirements of the Specification will be
sufficiently safe. A more detailed discussion of the statistical basis of steel design is available in
Load and Resistance Factor Design of Steel Structures.4 Since the introduction of the 2005 AISC
Specification, design by ASD and LRFD have essentially been equivalent and differ only by the
effect of load combinations.

2

Bartlett, R.M., Dexter, R.J., Graeser, M.D., Jelinek, J.J., Schmidt, B.J. and Galambos, T.V. (2003), “Updating Standard
Shape Material Properties Database for Design and Reliability,” Engineering Journal, American Institute of Steel
Construction, Vol. 40, No. 1, pp. 2–14.
3
Galambos, T.V., Ellingwood, B., MacGregor, J.G. and Cornell, C.A. (1982), “Probability-Based Load Criteria: Assessment
of Current Design Practice,” Journal of the Structural Division, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 108, No. ST5,
May, pp. 959–977.
4
Geschwindner, L. F., Disque, R. O., and Bjorhovde, R. Load and Resistance Factor Design of Steel Structures. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1994.
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Figure 1.18 Reliability Index vs Live-to-Dead Load Ratio for Compact Simply Supported
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General structural integrity requires a continuous load path to the ground for resisting all
gravity and lateral loads that might be applied to the structure. With the introduction of the 2016
AISC Specification, provisions that address structural integrity beyond these general requirements
have been introduced. The requirements in Section B3.9 are beyond normal strength requirements
and are intended to improve the connectivity of the structure and thus the performance of the
structure under undefined extraordinary events. These requirements apply only to a small set of
structures where additional structural integrity is mandated.

1.13

LIMIT STATES
Regardless of the design approach, ASD or LRFD, or the period in history of the design’s
execution, 1923 or 2018, all design is based on the ability of a structure or its elements to resist
load. This ability is directly related to how an element carries that load and how it might be
expected to fail, which is referred to as the element’s limit state. Each structural element can have
multiple limit states, and the designer is required to determine which of these limit states will
actually limit the structure’s strength.
There are two types of limit states to be considered: strength limit states and
serviceability limit states. Strength limit states are those limiting conditions that, if exceeded, will
lead to collapse of the structure or a portion of the structure, or to such serious deformations that
the structure can no longer be expected to resist the applied load. Strength limit states are
identified by the Specification, and guidance is provided for determination of the nominal
strength, Rn, the safety factor, Ω, and the resistance factor, φ. Examples of the more common
strength limit states found in the Specification are yielding, rupture, and buckling.
Serviceability limit states are not as well defined as strength limit states. If a
serviceability limit state is exceeded, it usually means that the structure has reached some
performance level that someone would find objectionable. The Specification addresses design for
serviceability in Chapter L and defines serviceability in Section L1 as “a state in which the
function of a building, its appearance, maintainability, durability, and the comfort of its occupants
are preserved under typical usage.” Chapter L lists deflections, drift, vibration, wind-induced
motion, thermal expansion and contraction, and connection slip as items to be considered,
although no specific limitations are given for any of these limit states.
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Strength and serviceability limit states will be addressed throughout this book as
appropriate for the elements or systems being considered.

1.14 BUILDING CODES AND DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
The design of building structures is regulated by a number of official, legal documents that are
known commonly as building codes. These cover all aspects of the design, construction, and
operation of buildings and are not limited to just the structural design aspects.
The model code currently in use in the United States is the ICC International Building
Code. Model codes are published by private organizations and have been adopted, in whole or in
part, by state and local governments as the legal requirements for buildings within their area of
jurisdiction. In addition to the model codes, cities and other governmental entities have written
their own local building codes. Unfortunately, since the adoption of a building code is in great
part a political activity, the regulations in use across the country are not uniform. A new
International Building Code is published every 3 years but not adopted as quickly as issued. Thus,
building codes with effective dates from 2003 to 2015 are still in use. In addition, governmental
bodies will often adopt a model code with local amendments. Because of the technical nature of
the AISC Specification, local amendments normally do not affect those aspects of steel design but
they often do modify the loading definitions and thus do ultimately affect steel design.
To the structural engineer, the most important sections of a building code deal with the
loads that must be used in the design, and the requirements pertaining to the use of specific
structural materials. The load magnitudes are normally taken from Minimum Design Loads for
Buildings and Other Structures, a national standard published by the American Society of Civil
Engineers (Structural Engineering Institute) as ASCE/SEI 7. The loads presented in ASCE/SEI 7
may be altered by the model code authority or the local building authority upon adoption,
although this practice adds complexity for designers who may be called upon to design structures
in numerous locations under different political entities. Throughout this book, ASCE/SEI 7 will
be referred to simply as ASCE 7 as it is most commonly referred to in the profession.
The AISC Specification is incorporated into the model building code by reference. The
Specification, therefore, becomes part of the code, and thus part of the legal requirements of any
locality where the model code is adopted. Locally written building codes also exist and the AISC
Specification is normally adopted within those codes by reference also. Through these adoptions
the AISC Specification becomes the legally binding standard by which all structural steel
buildings must be designed. However, regardless of the Specification rules, it is always the
responsibility of the engineer to ensure that their structure can carry the intended loads safely,
without endangering the occupants.

1.15

INTEGRATED DESIGN PROJECT
This section introduces a building to be used in subsequent chapters of this book as an integrated
design project. It is a relatively open-ended design project in that only a limited set of design
parameters are set at this point. Several options will be presented in subsequent chapters so that
the project can be tailored at the desire of the instructor.
The building is a four-story office building with one story below grade. It is located in
Downers Grove, Illinois, at approximately 42°N latitude and 88°W longitude. This is a 102,000
ft2 building with approximately 25,500 ft2 per above-grade floor. For the first three floors, the
floor-to-floor height is 13 ft 6 in. For the top floor, the floor-to-roof height is 14 ft 6 in. The
below-grade floor-to-floor height is 15 ft 6 in. The façade is a lightweight metal curtain wall that
extends 2.0 ft above the roof surface, and there is a 6.0 ft screen wall around the middle bay at the
roof to conceal mechanical equipment and roof access. All steel will receive spray-applied
fireproofing as necessary.
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Baased on prelim
minary discusssions with thhe architecturral design team
m, the designn will start
with bay sizes
s
of 30.0 ft in the eastt-west directioon and 45.0 fft, 30.0 ft, annd 45.0 ft in tthe northsouth direcction, as show
wn in Figure 1.19. Repres entative floorr and roof fraaming plans aare shown
in Figures 1.20 through
h 1.22. To acccommodate a two-story aatrium on the first floor, thhe second
floor fram
ming plan show
ws an openin
ng bounded bby column linnes A, C, 4, aand 5. The laateral load
resisting sy
ystem consists of a pair of
o three-bay m
moment fram
mes in the easst-west directtion and a
pair of onee-bay chevron
n braced fram
mes in the nortth-south direcction.

Figure 1.1
19 Schematic Plan for Integ
grated Designn Problem

20 Representaative Second-Floor Framinng Plan
Figure 1.2
Much of to
oday’s structu
ural analysis and
a design is accomplishedd through thee use of integrrated
analysis an
nd design softtware. Figure 1.23 shows aan example of a complete three-dimenssional
model of th
he given preliminary fram
ming system deeveloped usinng RAM Struuctural System
m. Figure
1.24 shows the results of
o the same co
omputer moddel with the grravity-only strructural elem
ments
removed.
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Figure 1.2
21 Representaative First-, Third-, and Fouurth-Floor Frraming Plan

Figure 1.2
22 Representaative Roof Fraaming Plan

Figure 1.2
23 Three-Dim
mensional Com
mputer Modell of Completee Structure froom RAM Struuctural
System
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24 Three-Dim
mensional Com
mputer Modeel Showing Only Lateral L
Load Resistingg Systems
Figure 1.2
from RAM
M Structural System
S

11.16 PROBLEMS
11. Where co
ould one fin
nd informatio
on about thee
pprovisions of the 1961 AIS
SC Specificatiion?
22. What reso
ource would be most likelly to assist in
n
tthe determinaation of prop
perties of a steel
s
memberr
ffound in a buiilding built in
n 1954?
33. Which chapter
c
of the AISC Specification
n
pprovides inforrmation aboutt:
a. geeneral requirrements for analysis and
d
deesign
b. deesign of mem
mbers for flexu
ure
c. deesign of conn
nections
d. deesign of mem
mbers for com
mbined forcess
an
nd tension
e. reequirements for
f design off structures to
o
en
nsure stability
y
44. In the AIS
ISC Steel Con
nstruction Manual,
M
wheree
ccan one find:
a. th
he AISC Speccification
b. deesign consideerations for bo
olts
c. diimensions an
nd properties for structurall
stteel shapes
d. deesign of comp
pression mem
mbers

List and definne the three bbasic goals off a design
5. L
team
m for the desiggn of any buillding.
All structuress are composed of some or all of
6. A
five basic structtural types. List these ffive basic
strucctural compoonents and prrovide an exxample of
eachh.
7. P
Provide an eexample of eeach of the following
type s of constrruction. To the extent possible,
identtify specific bbuildings in yyour own locaale.
a. Bearring wall
b. Beam
m-and-columnn
c. Longg-span
d. Highh-rise
e. Gable-frame
What type of structurral system uses the
8. W
combbined properrties of two oor more differrent types
of m
materials to ressist the applieed loads?
9. L
List and describe two tyypes of lateraal bracing
systeems commoonly used in beam-annd-column
consstruction.
10. IIn designing a steel structture, what muust be the
prim
mary concern oof the design engineer?
11. P
Provide a sim
mple definitionn of structuraal design.
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12. Describe the difference between a strength limit
state of a structure and a serviceability limit state.

15. Identify three sources of variation in the strength
of a structure and its components.

13. Give a description of both the LRFD and ASD
design approaches. What is the fundamental
difference between the methods?

16. Provide three examples of strength limit states.

14. Provide a brief description of plastic design
(PD).

17. Provide three examples of serviceability limit
states.

